As shown above, storm shovels, tracks, and workmen have occupied havers in the Great Court. However, it is hoped that before Fall the work will be completed.

Mr. H. J. Carlson, whose firm designs M. I. T. buildings, gives an architect's idea of how the court will appear (to right). There is a story about these plans in the news section of this issue.

Another view of the work on the Great Court is shown above. 105 trees have been transplanted to aid in making ours a campus worthy of the school.

A tentative plan for an entrance on Massachusetts Avenue is pictured below. This is but one of the features proposed for enlarging Technology, which altogether include several new buildings.
Above; Varsity Crew (in shell reading right to left)—Row-Maltinps (5): 2—Holt; 3—Keller; 4—Brickman; 5—Titman; 6—Balwig; 7—Knight; Strode—Jaremko; Overshine—Kamens; Reber; Left-Handed Varsity Crew. Back Row, Left to Right—Gibbons; W. Schiff; Kowalsky; Mau; Hartman—Strode; Bailey—Front Row, Left to Right—Allensworth; McKusick; John; Helmer; Peters; Waters; Webster; Sheet.

Above; Junior Varsity Crew (in shell reading right to left)—Shain; Stew; Wells; 2—Stew; 3—Lloyd; 4—Jones; 5—Jaremko; 6—N. Wells; 7—L. Jones; WATER—Reynolds (4); Rear—Singh; Leach; Below; First Professional Crew: Left to Right—Flaherty; Varley; Hodges; Hall—7; Richardson—middle; Front Row, Left to Right—Richardson; Stover; 2—Whitaker—Cassidy; Dennington; Grassman.
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Technical trained experts who know how to impart the qualities which insure satisfactory service supervise the manufacture of all Simplex Wires and Cables.
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